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The success of deep learning models in challenging tasks of computer vision and natural language 
processing depend on good vector representations of data.  For example, learning efficient and 
salient video representations is one of the fundamental steps for many tasks like action recognition 
and next frame prediction. Most methods in deep learning rely on large datasets like ImageNet or 
MSCOCO for training, which is expensive and time consuming to collect.  Some of the earlier 
works in video representation learning relied on encoder-decoder style networks in an 
unsupervised fashion, which would take in a few frames at a time. Research in the field of self-
supervised learning is growing, and has shown promising results on image-related tasks to both 
learn data representations as well as pre-learn weights for networks using unlabeled data. However, 
many of these techniques use static architectures like AlexNet, which fail to take into account the 
temporal aspect of videos. Learning frame-to-frame temporal relationships is essential to learning 
latent representations of video. In our work, we propose to learn this temporality by pairing static 
encodings with a recurrent long short term memory network. This research will also investigate 
applying different methods of encoding architecture along with the recurrent network, to take in a 
range of different number of frames. We also introduce a novel self-supervised task in which the 
neural network has two tasks; predicting if a tuple of input frames is temporally consistent, and if 
not, predict the positioning of incorrect tuple. The efficacy is finally measured by using these 
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With the advent of convolutional networks and deep learning, great strides have been made 
in the field of image and video understanding. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have 
helped to solve several challenging tasks in the visual domain. CNNs have become the de-facto 
method of trying to solve problems in visual domain like image classification, object localization, 
and semantic segmentation [28,30,31]. These networks usually work on labelled data with 
annotations generated by humans. This field of learning is called supervised learning. The 
annotations/labels take a lot of time and resources, and are prone to human error. CNNs are loosely 
modelled after taking cues from the human brain, but the neurons are oversimplified variants of 
their biological counterparts, and it is unlikely the current training method of using labelled data 
with backpropagation reflects learning in the mammalian brain. The human brain is inherently 
unsupervised in nature [32], and active research is being done in this area. Self-supervised learning 
is a subset of unsupervised learning, where we use unlabeled data to ‘pre-train’ the network which 
would help our supervised training.  The aim of this method is to leverage and use the huge 
amounts of available unlabeled data [23,34], and then fine-tune with limited supervised data. In 
self-supervised learning, we generate ‘pseudo-labels’ which are computer generated. These labels 
are generated by asking the network to solve a task, which is usually based on the structure of the 
data [35,39,40]. Self-supervised learning can be on different domains – image/audio/video and 
geometry (pose etc.). 
Self-supervised learning on videos is of interest because videos are inherently challenging 
to annotate. In videos there is a lot of temporal movement, including temporal occlusions and 
objects coming into and out of the frame field of view. Such a dynamic scene makes it difficult to 
label each frame by a single class for training. Segmentation maps in a video sequence might be 
helpful, but creating such datasets is very time consuming and costly. Also, there are a lot of 
unlabeled videos available [23], which can be used as a pre-training in a self-supervised fashion.  
In this work, we specifically aim to leverage the temporal relation between frames in a video as a 
self-supervised learning signal to train our networks. 
We model our task primarily as representation learning, and evaluate this on downstream 
task in video classification - action recognition of videos. We test this on two standard datasets of 
action recognition- UCF101 [24] and HMDB 51 [25] datasets.   
1.1 Contributions 
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
• Develop a self-supervised pre-text task for video representation learning, using 
frame order prediction as a learning signal.  
• Develop and compare different encoding architectures, which can subsequently 
work on different number of frames N.  






 2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks 
A typical CNN is shown in Fig 2.1. In CNN the major layers are as follows 
• Convolutional layer 
• Pooling layer 
• Dense layer (Fully connected layer) 
CNNs typically work on images, and have lots of parameters (>100M parameters) [34]. The 
convolutional layer of a CNN takes in an image and applies a filtering operation on it. Each 
convolutional layer has several filters, and their parameters or ‘weights’ are learned over several 
iterations. In the pooling layer, the size of the activation maps is reduced. This reduction is based 
on the type of the pooling, and the pool size. Finally, the dense layer of a CNN is used to take the 
output from a pooling layer to the classification layer. Between layers there are activation units. 
These induce non-linearity into the model so that it can learn complex functions. We usually use 
ReLU as an activation function, but there are many alternatives such as leaky ReLU, PReLU 
(Parametric ReLU), sigmoid and RR-ReLU (Randomized leaky ReLU).  [13,15].  
The parameters are learned by adjusting them over several iterations, using gradient descent 




Fig 2.1 Convolutional neural network architecture [10]. 
 
2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are a type of neural network which are designed to 
work on temporal sequences. RNNs are used extensively to solve problems which have a 
sequential and causal nature. They include language translation, time series prediction, speech 
recognition, and video understanding.  
 
RNNs usually have an input state and a hidden state. The hidden unit is the output of the 
previous time step. The units of an RNN block are usually Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 





Fig 2.2 Different styles of recurrent neural network architecture [43]. 
 
2.3 Long short-term Memory unit (LTSM) 
 
Fig 2.3 Overview of a Long short-term Memory cell [7]. 
 
There are three gates in an LSTM cell – an input gate, output gate and forget gate. These 
gates are primarily used to write to the memory cell in the LSTM. In Fig 2.3, 𝑐𝑡 is the state of cell 
at time step t. The LSTM cell gets inputs at four of its terminals every time step. There are two 
primary sources for it, one of them is the current frame 𝑥𝑡 and the second one is ℎ𝑡−1. ℎ𝑡−1 is 
the previous hidden state from all LSTM units. The cell c also has another input which is 𝑐𝑡−1 
which is the input from its previous state.  
The gates have sigmoid activation function, and switch between 0 and 1. Their job is to 
either send the data forward to be written in the memory cell or not. The inputs to the gates are 
summed up with bias before sending them. The resulting activation is multiplied by input gate.  
Then the cell state is multiplied by forget gate 𝑓𝑡 and added this term. Finally, we multiply 
the output gate 𝑜𝑡 with the last output from hidden state ℎ𝑡 and pass this through a tanh non-
linearity. The updates of operations happening in an LSTM cell are outlined as below from (2.3.1) 
to (2.3.5): 
                     
𝑖𝑡 =   𝜎(𝑊𝑥𝑖𝑋𝑡 + 𝑊ℎ𝑖ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑐𝑖𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑖),                 (2.3.1) 
𝑓𝑡 =   𝜎(𝑊𝑥𝑓𝑋𝑡 + 𝑊ℎ𝑓ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑐𝑓𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑓),              (2.3.2) 
                              𝑐𝑡 =   𝑓𝑡𝑐𝑡−1+ 𝑖𝑡tanh (𝑊𝑥𝑐𝑋𝑡 + 𝑊ℎ𝑐ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑐),           (2.3.3) 
                                    𝑜𝑡 =    𝜎(𝑊𝑥𝑜𝑋𝑡 + 𝑊ℎ𝑜ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑐𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜),              (2.3.4) 
                                     ℎ𝑡 =  𝑜𝑡tanh(𝑐𝑡),                                                       (2.3.5) 
 
 
The major advantage of using an LSTM cell is that using regular RNNs, backpropagation 
after few time steps suffers from vanishing gradients. This is because of repeated multiplications 
of gradients (which are already <1). Now with the addition of sigmoidal gates and memory cell, 
this problem is solved.  
There also exist modalities like videos which encompass both the visual and temporal 
features in their structure. Thus, videos present challenges which required to combine both CNNs 
and RNN. Some salient challenges in the video domain include action recognition, pose 
estimation, video classification and next frame prediction. 
 
2.4 3D convolutional encoder 
In this thesis, we use a 3D convolutional encoder called C3D [26] as the backbone 
architecture with a few changes made. C3D uses 3D convolutional blocks instead of 2D 
convolutions. 2D convolutions apply the filtering operation only spatially whereas in a 3D model 
we can filter across time as well. 3D convolutions thus are not limited by appearance 
representations, and can extract both temporal and spatial features.  3D pooling is done in a similar 
fashion with pooling in both the spatial and time dimension. In Fig 2.4.1 we show a comparison 
between 2D and 3D pooling. 
 
 
Fig 2.4.1 Comparison between 2D and 3D convolutions [26]. 
As seen in Fig 2.4.1(a), 2D convolution only filter across the image spatially, or across the 
channels of an image. But 3D convolution can filter over different images (frames) along with 
their channels. The default C3D model can take in 16 frames at a time and outputs a 4096 vector. 
The C3D model is also shown to generate features which are unique to videos, better than the 
process of sending frames via Siamese CNNs to generate a single encoding for a video sequence 
[2].  
Using this model, the C3D architecture can be seen in Fig 2.4.2. It has eight convolutional 
layers interspersed by five max pooling layers. All kernels are 3 × 3 × 3 with stride one.  
 
 






There has been a lot of work done in video representation learning. Unsupervised learning 
has primarily used networks such as Boltzmann machines, autoencoders, and deep belief networks. 
These works usually rely on generating latent representations for the data, and also induce sparsity 
[2]. But the problems with the traditional unsupervised techniques is that they do not take into 
account the temporality of videos, and work on single frames.  
Srivastava et al. [1] was one of the first works in learning video representations. The 
network consists of two sub-modules, each module designed to solve a specific task. The first 
module is an LSTM autoencoder model which is an encoder-decoder style RNN. The task of the 
network is to regenerate the input sequence. But the drawback of this method is that the network 
can simply learn an identity mapping, instead of trying to learn the underlying data semantics. To 
prevent this, they add another model called the Future predictor model. The task of this network 
is to predict the future frames of the video. The drawback is that predicting pixels for a simple 256 
x 256 image would have 2562∗3∗256 hypotheses, and is not very constrained. Due to memory 
constraints, the network could fit only a few frames, and further, as the sequence grew, the 
predicted frames would be blurry [12], as the network is unsure of the next action.  
Mathieu et al. [12] tried to overcome this by replacing the loss function to generate better 
images. They used an image gradient loss function instead of the traditional Mean Squared Error 
(MSE) loss. Along with this, they also used adversarial training and Generative Adversarial 
Networks (GANs) for next frame prediction. By introducing these techniques, the future frame 
predictions were less blurry. Also, for measuring the image quality, they used metrics like Signal 
to Noise ratio (SNR), structural similarity index measure and image sharpness. Nonetheless, the 
number of frames predicted were not very high, and after first couple of frames the predictions got 
blurry. 
Mishra et al. [2] trained a Siamese binary classifier network to predict if a given sequence 
of video frames is in the correct order or not. The model takes in a triplet of frames which are 
sampled from high motion windows. The issue with this method is that a triplet of frames is very 
small, and does not extrapolate well to longer sequences. Also, the model uses only a simple two-
way classifier, which does not require the learning of complex features useful for downstream 
tasks. 
Gould et al. [3] introduced a more difficult self-supervision task by predicting which video 
sequence out of a series of inputs is temporally incorrect.  
Wang et al. [17] focused on making this problem harder by making the network predict 
statistics of both appearance and motion. The appearance statistics would include predicting 
change of dominant color of the region (over different frames) and spatio-temporal color diversity.  
For motion statistics this would include predicting direction of largest motion change. They 
implement this specifically by dividing a video frame into a N × N grid, and assigning these tasks 
to be predicted by their CNN. Their backbone architecture is the 3D convolutional network (C3D) 
[26]. These tasks they’ve incorporated into their model are inspired from our understanding of on 






Our model aims to expand on the current research by introducing a novel self-supervised 
task. Current research in this domain used only a small number of frames from the video. Misra et 
al. [2] sampled a triplet of frames (N=3), and while Gould et al. [3] has a number of frames of N 
= 6,8. We postulate that by using only a few frames, the network is losing information it can learn 
from. Using fewer frames also leads to ambiguity between classes. The reason previous works had 
lower number of frames (N) is because of using Siamese CNNs without recurrent networks. We 
propose that by using LSTM networks, our network would be able to handle a larger number of 
frames. We also propose to train our network in a self-supervised fashion in which our network is 
fed a video sequence of N frames. The self-supervision task for the network to figure out is if the 
sequence is temporally consistent or not. Thus, by doing this we modify the self-supervised task 
from frame prediction to a simpler and less ambiguous one. For the baseline model we have added 
another pretext task - an ordering task where the position of the frame has to be predicted. We also 
expand on previous research and introduce a LSTM RNN block to take advantage of the temporal 
information in videos. We evaluate different encoding techniques and number of frames, and use 
a 3D convolutional (C3D) encoder. We describe our sampling technique below, followed by three 




In our dataset, for every video sample we would get a list of frames/images generated from 
it. These frames are numbered sequentially and written to our local drive.  Out of all these frames, 
we are going to select N frames, N depending on the encoder/model we are using. These frames 
are then fed into the network. For self-supervised task, we are going to have two different classes 
– correct order and wrong order frames. We generate this dataset by randomly selecting 70% of 
the samples, and then jumbling the numbering in it.  
For extracting video frames, we can have 3 different techniques. We can have uniform 
sampling where we pick frames from the list of frames uniformly. Instead of this we could have 
random sampling where we pick frames randomly. Another technique we could use is called key 
frame selection. Key frames are frames in a video which are rich in information, or are 
important/key. Out of these techniques, we choose the random sampling. We do not choose 
uniform sampling as adding randomness to the network helps improve performance, and it has 
been shown in previous works as well [3]. The reason we do not choose key frame selection is 
because we are working with higher number of frames, and we might not have as many key frames 
from a video. Also, these key number of frames might not be the same for different videos, so we 





4.1 Baseline Model (N = 3) 
In our proposed model we aim to leverage the temporal relation between the frames as the 
self-supervised learning signal. Taking cues from previous works, we aim to improve and address 




Fig 4.1 Our baseline model.   
 
In our baseline model, we sample N frames from the video. These N frames are sampled 
uniformly, and we feed these sampled frames to a VGG-16 network. In our baseline model we 
start with the VGG-16 CNN as encoder. We remove the dense layers of this VGG-16 network and 
take output of final pooling layer. This layer acts as an encoding step, taking inspiration from [2].  
The encoded vectors are sent as input to the LSTM network. The reason for incorporating 
LSTM, instead of directly sending these embeddings into a dense layer like in [3], is because of 
two reasons: 
1. Be able to use frame sequences of larger lengths; 
2. RNNs are inherently capable of modelling sequential data, unlike independently feeding 
them into a dense layer.  
One of the limits from previous works of video representation learning using self-supervision 
was that the number of frames they used were small [2,3]. Therefore, our thesis focuses on ways 
to increase that sequence length by adding the LSTM RNN block, and also evaluate different 
encoding networks.  
Research in self-supervised models usually test on simpler networks, without any feature 
engineering for the data. This is done to test the actual effect of our learning signal and not get 
results due to model performance. Therefore, we did not consider adding hand crafted features or 
additional inputs like optical flow for our network. 
The output from the LSTM RNN is then fed into the fully-connected layer. Our self-supervised 
task is as follows – given a sequence N of video frames, the network has to predict if this sequence 
is in the right/wrong order. In the baseline model, we work with N = 3, so we add an auxiliary task 
to this network to stress test, and make the task harder. The network has to predict not only if the 
sequence is in the correct order or not, but it also has to reason how the positioning of the frames 
with respect to each other.  
Practically, when we implement this there would be three different classes for the network with 
respect to the middle frame. We have to predict where the middle frame should be positioned – in 
place (correct order), first place or last place (wrong order). These would be three different classes 
with labels 0, -1 and +1 for these positions respectively.  
Consider three frames sampled from the video 𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓3. The sequence in correct order would 
be 𝑓1 → 𝑓2 → 𝑓3 . Now we would be putting the middle frame 𝑓2 in either the first position or 
the last position, so the two different sequences could be 𝑓2 → 𝑓1 → 𝑓3 or  𝑓1 → 𝑓3 → 𝑓2 . 
Similarly, we consider another type of frame sequence  𝑓3 → 𝑓2 → 𝑓1 which is in reverse order, 
but it still would be considered as correct order. The ordering of these frames is correct, but 
reversed in temporality. For this sequence as well, we can place the middle frame either in the first 
position or the last. For all of these frame sequences, the network has to predict which one it thinks 
the middle frame is. (Using the three different labels). Thus, by having a complex task, where the 
network has to reason about the scene semantics and learn relation between frames, we predict it 
would improve performance.  
By using these classes, we can train for both different types of data using this self-supervised 






4.2 Model with higher number of frames (N > 3) 
In this model, we increase the number of frames to be fed into the network. The drawback 
with this model is that the ordering task in the baseline model, where the network has to predict 
the positioning of the middle frame can’t be used.  
For getting the video frames, as mentioned in the beginning of Chapter 4. we would have 
all the frames for a video sample written to our disk. Out of these total frames T, we would be 
randomly picking N number of frames which are then fed into the network. For this around 70% 
of the samples are wrongly ordered, and for these we would jumble the ordering before sending 
them to the network.  
But with higher number of frames, we postulate that the network would be able to perform 
better. This is because the higher number of frames we have, the better the network is able to learn 
without any ambiguity. With just three frames, the images can be too general, and the classes can 
be ambiguous. With higher number of frames, there is a lot more information the model would be 
able to use. Using number of frames N from 10 to 40, we conduct several experiments and see how 
the model performance changes with respect to frame size.  
 
  
Fig 4.2 Model with higher number of frames.  
 
In Fig 4.2 we see the updated model architecture. There are a variable number of frames N 
sampled uniformly from the video sequence. The number of classes for self-supervised training 
has also been reduced to two classes – is the frame in the right order or wrong order. In the results 






4.3 Model with 3d Convolutional (C3D) Encoder (N > 40) 
We also evaluate the performance of the model with a different encoder network. 3D 
convolutional neural network (C3D) [26] is one of the salient works in action recognition on 
videos. The overview for the network architecture is described in Chapter 2. We use this encoder 
for sequences with N > 40 frames.  
The C3D encoder has several layers of 3D convolution and pooling, followed by fully 
connected layer. The C3D model originally can take in an entire sequence of video (default is 16 
frames) in a single time step and process it. Since we want to leverage the LSTM network we have, 
and also be able to use longer frame sequences N > 40 we propose a different method.  
In our model, we would be using the C3D network to encode n frames, where n < N. This 
step effectively reduces the length of frame sequence we give to the LSTM. This fewer number of 
features n would be sent to our LSTM network for training. Since this model is N >3, the self-
supervised task would remain the same as above model. The learning task is to predict if the 
sequence of frames is in the right order or wrong order. We won’t be predicting the positioning of 
frame in the middle.  
Fig 4.3 Model architecture for C3D encoder. 
 
 
As seen in Fig 4.3. we have an input sequence of N frames, with are concatenated to form 
n inputs. These n concatenated frames are sent as separate 3D inputs to our C3D encoder. The 
value of N > 40, usually taking in all the frames of a video. The value of n is a hyperparameter in 
our network, usually much smaller n <=10. The reason for this is because of the smaller value of 
n, the LSTM network would be able to perform better. During the supervised training, we train in 




Implementation and Results 
 
5.1 Datasets 
Some of the popular datasets for action recognition in videos are as follows: 
• UCF 50 dataset [21] 
• Kinetics dataset [16] 
• Sports 1M dataset[34] 
• Youtube 8M dataset[23] 
• UCF-101 Dataset[24] 
• HMDB 51 dataset[25] 
 
The UCF- 50 dataset is one of  the eariler datsets in action recognition. It was released by 
the University of Central Florida in 2012. It has 50 different action categories, and all the videos 
are divided into 25 groups with four or more video clips. The dataset comes with a train-test split, 
and three different splits. Since there are repeated identities in samples, it is recomendded to use 
their splits.  
Kinetics datset is large dataset of nearly 65,000 video samples and has about 700 different 
types of action classes. It has a minimum class size of 600 samples per class, and has diverse 
samples.  
The Sports 1M dataset contains nearly 1,133,158 video samples (~ 1M). These videos are 
shared in the form of Youtube URLs in a JSON script which can be downloaded. The labelling is 
not human-annotated and rather is from the YouTube tags which are generated using the YouTube 
topics API. Using this technique there are about 487 different labels.  
YouTube 8M dataset is another huge dataset in this domain, with millions of videos from 
YouTube, nearing about 350,000 hours of total run-time. These also use the YouTube tags and 
have about 3862 different classes. These include a wide variety of not only action poses but also 
videos of cartoons, movies and animals.   
Out of the datasets mentioned, we focus our training and results primarily on UCF-101 and 
HMDB 51 datasets, which will next be described below. We chose them because the size of these 
datsets is not too huge, and will not overwhelm the GPU resources available. The size of the dataset 
is also important in relation to the architecture we choose, as there exists a tradeoff between model 
complexity and dataset size.  
UCF-101 and HMDB 51 datasets both encompass a wide varitey  of actions, including 
human motions. We describe these datasets in depth below. 
UCF -101 Dataset 
 
The UCF-101 dataset [24] is an extension of the original UCF-50 dataset. It has 101 
different action categories as shown in Fig 5.1, collected from YouTube. They are all realistic 
action scenes. It has a total of 13,320 videos. UCF-101 is one of the standard action recognition 
datasets, and has wide variation in pose, illumination, and clutter. The five different action 
categories are Human-Object Interaction, Human-Human Interaction, just Body-Motion, and 
Playing Musical Instruments and Sports. 
 
Fig 5.1.1 Example of UCF-101 dataset [24]. 
 
UCF-101 dataset has three different train-test splits. The train-test splits are divided such 
that there are equal division of videos between classes and no overlapping between identities in 
train and test sets. For our training we use split 1 of UCF-101 dataset as done by several other 
papers in this domain [1,2,3].  
The statistics of this dataset are shared below in Table 5.1.1.  
 Split 1 Split 2 Split 3 
Train 9537 9586 9624 
Test 3783 3734 3696 
 





The HMDB-51 [25] dataset is an action recognition dataset which has 51 different action 
classes, and about 6,766 videos as shown in Fig 5.2. This is also a challenging dataset owing to 
the wide variation in illumination, camera viewpoints, video quality and occlusions. The dataset 
consists of general face actions and body movements like cart wheel, push-ups, and climbing. 
 
Fig 5.1.2 Example of HMDB 51 dataset [25]. 
 
The stastistics of the HMDB 51 dataset are shared below in Table 5.1.2. The three splits of 
the HMDB-51 dataset have the same number of samples provided by the authors. However they 
did not mention train/test splits, and we’ve used a 70:30 train:test ratio for all our training purposes.  
 Split 1 Split 2 Split 3 
Train 4735 4735 4735 
Test 2031 2031 2031 
 
Table 5.1.1Statistics of HMDB-51 dataset [24]. 
 
 
5.2 Training details 
All of the code for our network is implemented in TensorFlow and Python. For the baseline 
model and the model with N > 3, we use the time distributed convolutional blocks in Keras. In this 
we apply a time distributed wrapper around normal convolution to add a fourth temporal 
dimension into our inputs. For the C3D model, we implement 3D convolutional blocks. This is 
used for spatial convolution over volumes, and can be used in our C3D architecture.  
The training procedure is as follows:  
• Train the model with our pre-text task on the dataset, and save the model. This pretrained 
model when used will be denoted as SS (self-supervised) 
• For supervised training, we can have 3 different initializations for our model.  
o Random initialization – here we don’t use any pretrained weights, we use Xavier 
initialization  
o Transfer learning from pretrained model - ILSVRC -2012 trained model for VGG 
encoder / Sports 1M trained model for C3D encoder.  
o Using the SS initialization  
• Similarly, when training for the SS pre-text task, we can have 2 initializations  
o Random initialization similar to supervised training.  
o Transfer learning from model as done for supervised model training.  
 To compare the performance of SS + supervised model with a supervised model (without 
any self-supervision), we keep the hyperparameters between the two as similar as possible when 
training. We describe below the specifications for three types of training:  1) self-supervised 
training; 2) supervised training; and 3) SS + supervised training.  
 
Self-supervised (SS) training   
 
For SS training, we have two classes –correct and incorrect order frame sequences.  Our 
dataset split is 70:30, or 70% of video samples are purposely made of out of order, which the other 
30% of samples remain in correct order. In order classes are those with frames not jumbled, and 
out of order class has frames in wrong order. We sample the frames randomly from the video 
sequence. There can be two initializations for SS training  
 
 
SS training with Random initialization 
 
We use an Adam optimizer with learning rate = 1e-3 and decay = 1e-6. We train for 100 
epochs. We use a Xavier initialization as the random initialization.   
SS training with pretrained model initialization  
 
 For the VGG encoder, we can start with the ImageNet pretrained model as the initialization. 
We use transfer learning to then train the model on our pre-text task. Similarly, if we use the C3D 
encoder we use Sports 1M dataset trained model as the initialization, and start from there.  
We use similar hyperparameters here – a learning rate of 1e-3 and decay = 1e-6. We train 
this model for 100 epochs. 
Supervised training 
 
In supervised training, we wish to test the efficacy of our network on downstream task 
which is action recognition. As mentioned above we can have three different starting points for 
this training, described below. We use the default splits of our datasets of training. We use Adam 
optimizer and started with learning rate = 1e-3 and decay = 1e-6.  
Supervised training with random initialization  
 
 In supervised training with random initialization, we use Xavier initialization. Here 
we use standard learning rate of 1e-3 for our network. We train the model for 100 epochs. 
These hyperparameters are not the same as those for SS + supervised training because these 
give better performance and accuracy compared to those.  
Supervised training with SS initialization 
 
The hyperparameters for this network are almost similar to supervised training, the 
only difference being that we used a much lower learning rate and higher regularization. 
We used a learning rate =2e-4, as we are using the pretrained SS model to help us converge. 
Using these settings would help in training with SS model. Using a larger learning rate 
makes both the networks perform similarly without any improvement with SS pre-trained 
model. This might be because the huge learning rate would modify the weights of the 
network too much and lose the effectiveness of self-supervised training. 
Supervised training with pretrained model initialization  
 
 For supervised model we use transfer learning from the ImageNet pretrained model. 
For training this network we start with small learning rate and train the final classification 
layer, and then train the entire network with a similar learning rate of 1e-3.  
5.3 Results 
 In this section we are broadly going to be looking at results for two different models- the 
self-supervised model, and the supervised model. We focus our results primarily on the standard 
dataset UCF 101. We also test our models on the HMDB 51 dataset as a secondary dataset.   
Self-Supervised model results  
 The self-supervised model is trained on the dataset we created using pseudo computer 
generated labels. These pseudo labels are correct order and incorrect order, with respect to frame 
sequence. We train using our pre-text task, which is frame order prediction. There are two different 
initializations we can use for the network. Table 5.3.1 and Table 5.3.2 look at the results with 
randomly initialized model and compares with transfer learning from pretrained model as starting 
point. The tables correspond to UCF-101 and HMDB 51 datasets respectively. In these results, we 
also compare the different encoding architectures we’ve used. For number of frames, N = 3,8,10,48 
we represent the VGG Encoder, and for C3D encoder we use a value N of 100. The reason with 
using a value of 100 is because we wanted to use the C3D architecture to encode all the frames of 
a video sequence. Since the video samples are variable in time length, there are different number 
of total frames we can sample from a video. For a consistent pipeline and training method, we 
chose 100 as it was the minimum frame count for any sample. As for the lower values of N, we 
experiment with different number of frames and compare the performance.  
 N = 3 N = 8 N = 10 N = 48 N = 100 (C3D Encoder) 
Random 
initialization  
0.7092 0.7213 0.7347 0.9214 0.8172 
Pretrained 
model 
0. 7254 0.7620 0.7876 0. 9321 0.8001 
 Table 5.3.1 Accuracy results of UCF-101 dataset on self-supervised task. 
In Table 5.3.1 we look at the results of UCF-101 on self-supervised task. The VGG Encoder 
model with  number of frames of N = 48 has the best accuracy of all the models. This agrees with 
our hypothesis that with higher number of frames, the network performance would improve. With 
lower frames rates, there is an ambiguity between classes. Also, it has lower information (lower 
number of frames) and we also found that the model easily overfit during training.  
 The C3D model performs well compared to the model with lower number of frames, but it 
doesn’t have the best performance. We hypothesize that the reason for this is because of two 
reasons – a complex network architecture and addition of non-trivial information from the videos. 
As we have higher number of frames, there are consecutive and identical frames which are fed into 
our network. Due to such identical frames used for training, there is a lot of repeated or sort of 
‘duplicated’ data being sent to the network. 
 In table 5.3.2 we look at the results of HMDB 51 dataset. The results of HMDB 51 dataset 
are a bit lower compared to that of UCF101. We hypothesis that this is due to the nature of HMDB 
51 dataset. This dataset is sourced from the internet and has clippings from the media and movies. 
Looking at the results of HMDB 51, we notice a similar trend in the number of frames and 
performance.  
 
 N = 3 N = 8 N = 10 N = 48 N = 100 (C3D Encoder) 
Random 
initialization  
0.6714 0.6913 0.6641 0.7792 0.6172 
Pretrained 
model 
0.7121 0.7348 0.6976 0.7854 0.6301 
 Table 5.3.2 Accuracy results of HMDB-51 dataset on self-supervised task.  
 
    
Supervised model results  
 For our supervised training, we have three different starting points. The random 
initialization, the transfer learned model and using the SS initialization. The SS model used is the 
one with transfer learning from pretrained model, as it gives better or comparable performance 
compared to random initialization for all architectures. These results are for the action recognition 
task, and are tabulated below in Table 5.3.3.  
 
 N = 3 N = 8 N = 10 N = 48 N = 100 (C3D Encoder) 
Random 
initialization  
    0.4472 0.4395 0.4737 0.5491 0.4210 
Pretrained 
model 




0.4721 0.4468 0.4901 0.6019 0.4431 
Table 5.3.3 Results of UCF-101 dataset on supervised task. 
 
 Looking at the results in Table 5.3.3, we notice that the performance of models is dependent 
on both the pretrained model used and also the number of frames. The best performance with 
respect to the number of frames used is seen with the N = 48 model. This is consistent across the 
three different initialization techniques. This sample rate is also better compared with a much 
higher number of frames of N = 100.  
 
We postulate that this is because of the following reasons 
• Using a much higher number of frames means that we have more data to process. There 
is also a possibility of frames being consecutive, and consecutive frames of a video 
sequence have very similar content, as videos don’t change content or scene suddenly.  
• The higher number of frames means that there is more data for the network to process, 
and the model complexity might not be sufficient enough to capture the information 
necessary.  
Comparing the effect of the initialization used, we look at the random, pre-trained model 
and SS initializations. The random initialization seemed to perform the least out of all these 
models consistently. Both pre-trained initialization as well as using the SS model helped 
training our networks. This could be because videos are a huge dataset and take a lot of epochs 
to learn. In such a high complex space there is a higher possibility for our network to get stuck 
in saddle points or local minima. Using either pretrained model or SS initialization is a good 
starting point, and helps in converging faster.  
 Comparing the performance between the pretrained model and SS initialization, we see the 
best performance from pretrained model in most cases. But the SS initialization also performed 
considerably well, and close to the pretrained model. We hypothesize that our encoder which 
is trained on ImageNet is a huge dataset (> 1M images) compared to our pretrained dataset 
(13K videos). Nonetheless as we achieve almost comparable performance with our smaller 
dataset, using a larger dataset for SS pre-training might get better performance.  
 Finally, we look at the influence of our model architecture and encoder we have chosen on 
the performance. The C3D encoder has good performance compared to VGG encoder for the 
lower number of frames of N = 3, 8 and 10 but doesn’t beat the performance of VGG encoder 
for        N = 48. We see that there is a trade-off between the encoder architecture complexity 
and frame count. Using the right balance between the two gives best performance.   
 We also take a look at the HMDB-51 dataset in Table 5.3.4. Our hypothesis fits for HMDB 
51 dataset as well. The results are comparatively smaller as HMDB 51 is not a standard dataset, 
and has samples sourced from media and movie clippings, but are similar to the recent self-
supervised works in this domain [9,3]. 
 
 N = 3 N = 8 N = 10 N = 48 N = 100 (C3D Encoder) 
Random 
initialization  
0.2711 0.2874 0.2795 0.3011 0.2903 
Pretrained 
model  




0.2845 0.3128 0.3053 0.3285 0.2982 
 
Table 5.3.4 Results of HMDB-51 dataset on supervised task. 
 
 
 We also compare our results against other self-supervised techniques in this domain. 








Shuffle and Learn [2] 38.6 50.2 11.6 
Ours 54.9 60.1 5.2 
O3N [3] 43.4 60.3 16.9 
Wang et al. [17] 45.4 58.8 13.4 
Table 5.3.4 Comparison of results on UCF-101 dataset with other self-supervised works. 
 
 
 We compare our results primarily against other recent works which have a self-supervised 
pre-text task, and also test their results on action recognition task for two datasets – UCF-101 and 
HMDB 51. We compare the performances between random and self-supervised initialization 
among these networks. We also propose to use a metric ‘Degree of improvement’ in which we 
analyse how much the performance has improved by introducing the self-supervised training. This 
is an important metric which helps us analyse how beneficial our self-supervised task is above 
random initialization. 
 We notice that with random initialization our method performs the best compared to other 
recent works. With self-supervised initialization we notice that the best model is O3N [3] network, 
followed closely by ours.  
 With respect to degree of improvement, we see that the O3N network [3] has the best 
performance. Our model doesn’t have the best improvement in performance, and falls close to 
Shuffle and Learn [2]. The reason for this could be the level of toughness of self-supervision task. 
Wang et al. [17] also performed well in this metric, and has a complex pre-text task in which the 
network has to predict motion and colour statistics for future frames. Similarly, O3N also has 
different sampling and encoding techniques which improved its performance. In Table 5.3.6. we 








Shuffle and Learn [2] 13.3 18.1 4.8 
Ours 30.1 32.8 2.7 
O3N [3] 21.8 32.4 10.6 
Wang et al. [17] 19.7 32.6 12.9 




 In the results for HMDB-51 we notice a similar trend. Our network performed similarly 
to other techniques under random and self-supervised initialization. Under degree of 
improvement, we see Wang et al. [17] performs well compared to O3N, and our results are 




1) Good examples 
 For easy visualization purposes of the samples, the number of frames shown for the 
examples below are not indicative of actual N we used for different networks above. Looking at 
the good examples below, we notice that our best model (N = 48) was able to perform well on 
complex action recognitions. These actions had a lot of movement in them, and sometimes had 
different objects interacting with each other (For example in the Salsa dancing class there were 
two people dancing with each other). Some of these movements are also cyclical in nature as the 
push ups or pull-ups.   
 
 
a. Salsa dancing 
 
 
b. Pizza throwing 
 
   






2) Bad examples: 
 Below we show some visualizations for samples the network failed on. We notice that in 
these samples there could be different reasons for it. The skate-boarding example had different 
view point and occlusion, and few other samples had movements which were simple and not a 
lot of motion like haircut, walking dog, head massage, blowing candles.  
 
 










d. Walking Dog 
 
 
















Conclusions and Future work 
  
6.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we presented our work on self-supervised video representation learning and 
our pre-text task, which is frame order prediction. Our proposed architecture with recurrent 
networks was able to capture this temporal information, and work on higher number of frames. 
Using our self-supervision technique, we’ve demonstrated that it improved the performance 
compared to random initialization. We also explored different encoding mechanisms for our 
network, and looked at their effects on performance.  
6.2 Future Work 
 In this thesis work we’ve primarily explored the effects of number of frame on network 
performance. The results improved with increasing number of frame N, but with higher rate of N 
= 100 the network performance dropped. Future research in this domain could expand on few ideas 
such as: 
• With increasing number of frames N, there should also be a more complex network 
architecture. This is to avoid having more data than the parameters to be learned. Research 
in this domain can expand on replacing the C3D encoder with another video encoder such 
as Temporal 3D convnets (T3D) or I3D.  
• Another area of interest is to explore different auxiliary tasks along with the main pre-text 
task - frame order prediction. Using a complex task forces the network to learn the semantic 
relations better, and also helps the supervised training for better performance.  
• Look into adding more information such as optical flow, add attention modules into our 
network, and also try different sampling techniques.  
• In our thesis, we primarily focus our results on the action recognition task on videos. We 
postulate that learned video representations from a modality could be used as a starting 
point for various other downstream tasks in that modality. In case of videos these domains 
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